DING ALL SUN CURE® is a non-yellowing, fiberfill, polyester resin that
cures in "minutes" when exposed to the sun. SUN CURE® requires no
mixing or adding cloth and cures in any temperature. SUN CURE® produces
a tack free surface sandable in minutes.
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
(SUN CURE® will work outside as long as there is enough
sunlight to produce a shadow. Use with caution when
applying on polystyrene foam.

1. Remove all moisture, loose particles and dirt
from the repair area.
2. Rough sand the fracture and the surrounding
area to allow resin a secure bond.
3. Puncture seal in neck of tube using point in cap.
4. In the shade, apply the needed amount of
SUN CURE® to the repair using the application
sticks provided. Work out any air bubbles and
form the resin to the repair.
5. For flat surface or rail dings, apply the clear
plastic coversheet over the resin to mold the
surface and create a no-sand finish.
(Note: make sure to tape the cover sheet in place
when securing it over any curved surfaces.)

1.Apply in shade

6. EXPOSE THE REPAIR TO SUN:
Bright sun: Gel 15 seconds
Full cure 4 to 6 minutes
Partial sun: Gel 25 seconds
Full cure 6 to 8 minutes
Light overcast: Gel 45 seconds
Full cure 12 to 20 minutes
(Note: when using in intense summer sun, thick repairs
may need to be taken in and out of the sun every minute to avoid excessive heat build-up.)

7. Make sure resin has completely hardened before
removing the mylar cover sheet or sanding. SUN CURE
provides a tack free surface that will allow an easy sand
finish. SUN CURE® cleans up with acetone.

2.Tape coversheet
Over repair
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3.Press firmly....
Expose to sun!
WARNING: Contains Polyester resin and styrene
monomer.
Keep away from heat or flames.
Harmful if ingested. If ingested, consult a doctor.
Avoid contact with skin or eyes. If contact, flush
area with plenty of water. SUN-CURETM cleans up
with acetone. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

Questions? Visit:
www.suncure.com
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www.surfsource.net

